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PORTLAND STATE rr
UNIVERSITY .'.
FACULTY SENATE
\.

TO: Senators and Ex-offcio Members to the Senate

FR Sarah E. Andrews-Coller, Secreta to'the Faculty
The Faculty Senate will hold its regular meetig on October 6, 2003, at 3:00 p.m. in room 53 CH.
.

AGENDA

A. Roll
the Minutes of

*B. Approval of

the June 2, 2003, Meeting

C. Anouncements and Communcations from the Floor
President's Report

Provost's Report
Vice President's Report
D. Unfnished Business

* i. Academic Requirements Commttee Proposal for Latin Honors - Mercer
E. New Business
* 1. Curculum Commttee Program Proposals for the Minor in Native American Studies
anqthe Minor in Film Studies and New Course Proposal
F. Question Period

1. Questions for Adminislrators
2. Questions from the Floorfor the Chair
G. Reports from Offcers of the Admstration and Committees
*1. Report of
2. Report of

the Advisory Commttee on Academic Information Technology - Rhodes
the Interistitutional Faculty Senate Meetig of June 6-7, and October 4,5,

2003 - Carer

H. Adjourent
The following documents are included with this mailng:
B Minules of the Meeting of June 2, 2003
C Presidential Initiatives
D I Proposal for Latin Honors

E I Curculum Commttee Course and Program Proposals
G i Report of the Advisory Commttee on Academic Information Technology

Secretary to the Faculty

andrews(giix.edu. 341CH. (503)725-4416/Fax5-4499

2003-04 Roster: PSU FACULTY SENATE
****200~-04 FACULTY SENATE

Liberal Arts and Sciences

STEERIG COMMTTEE ****
Presiding Offce: Cynthia Brown

Presiding Offcer Pro tern: Dee Thompson
Steering Committee: Janine Allen
Darell Brown
Richard Wattenberg
& Mar Collins (Comm on Comm Chair) Ex offcio

All Others 1
*** 2003-04 PSU FACULTY SENATE ***

Kelcheson, Kathi

Thompson, Dee
Gregory, Mark

Barham, Mar Ann
Collie, Samuel
Collins, Mar Beih

OlRP
CARC
COMP
lASC

Wanjala, John

FA
CAPS
OMB

Endress, Wendy

'SD

Fortmiler, Dan

IASC
ADM

Hoffman, Agnes

2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006

Business Administration
Pfeiffer, William
°Raffo, David (for Bizjak)
Andres, Hayward
Brown, Darrell

Kreiovich, Duncan
Gilpatrick. Thomas

SBA
SBA
SBA
SBA
SBA
SBA

2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2006

Education
Cress, Christine

O'Connor, Sorca
Temple, Jacqueline
Allen, Janine
Carr, Carolyn

Caskey, Micki
Farahmandpur, Ramin

ED
ED
ED/CI
ED

2004
2004
2004
2005
t;PFA 2005
ED/Cl 2005
EDIPF 2006

Engineering and Computer Science

Casperson, Lee

Hall, Douglas
Brown, Cynihia
Morris, James
Spolek, Graig
Anderson, Timothy

Meekisho, Lemmy

ECE
ECE

2004
2004
CMPS 2005
ECE
2005
ME
2005
ETM 2006
ME
2006

Extended Studies
Robinson, Rebecca
Cornman, Patricia
Repp, Betty Jean

XS-IS 2004
XS
2005
XS-Sal 2006

Krislof, Jane
Agre-Kippenhan, Susan
Wattenberg, FUchard

Hansen, Bradley

BST

Male, Jacqueline
Burns, Scott

ENG
GEOL
FLL
PSY
ENG
LING

° Jrischer, Wiliam (for St. John)
Haak.n, Janice
'Jacob, Greg (for Milner)
'Reder, Slephen (for Liebman)

'Rhee, Ma-Ji (for Perr)
°Sanlelmann, Lynn (for Biolsi)
'Weasel, Lisa (for Greco)
Wetzel, Patrcia

Butler, Virginia

Duffeld, Deborah
Far, Granl

Hickey, Mara
Johnson, David

King, Mar
Liebman, Robert

°Mandaville, Jon (for K.Brown)
Miler-Jones, Dalion

O'Halloran, Joyce
Wallon, Linda
Brower, Barbara
Cummings, Michael

Enneking, Marjorie
Fountain, Robert
George, Linda
Johnson, Daniel
Koch, Roy

Latiolais, Paul
Mercer, Robert
Padin, Jose
Smallman, Shawn

ARCH 2004
ART
2004
ART
2005
TA
2005
MUS
2006

OIA

2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006

LIB
LIB

2004
2005

FLL
ANTH
BlO
FLL
ANTH
BIO
SOC
FLL

HST
ECON
SOC
HST
PSY
MTH
HST
GEOG
GEOL
MTH
MTH
CSE
GEOL
ESR

MTH
CLAS
SOC

.

I
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· Hendricks, Artur (for Hixson)

° Kenreich, Mary Ellen (for Peigahi)

~

Other Instructional
Wollner, Craig
°Dillon, Grace (for Balshem)
Wheeler, Lawrence
Reynolds, Candyce

2004
2005
HON
2005
UNST 2006

lMS
UNST

Sncial Work
Lehman, Conslance

Nash, James

SSW
SSW
SSW
SSW

Brennan, Elieen
Corcoran, Kevin

SSW
SSW

Nissen, Laura

(for Friesen)

2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006

I
I

Urban and Public Affairs
Gelmon, Sherrl

Dil, Jennifer

PA
JUST
PA
UPA
lMS
USP

Lawrence, Regina

PS

Howe, Deborah

USP

Gelles, Ema
°Prnce, Tracy (for Michael)
Sellzer, Eihan

2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006

I
I
I

I
I
I

.1 ,
I
I

Interim appointments indicated with asterisk
Senlember 22. 2003
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Library

Jolin, Annette

Fine and Performing Arts
Knighls, Clive

Agorsah, E. Kofi

I
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PORTLAN STATE UNRSrTY
~

Minutes:
Presiding Offcer:
Secretary:
Members
Present:

Faculty Senate Meeting, June 2, 2003'
Sherrll Gelmon
Sarah E. Andrews-Collier

Agorsah, Agre-Kippenhan, Allen, Ames, Andres, Arante, Barham,
Bleiler, Brodowicz, Brower, C. Brown, D. Brown, Burs, Butler,
Cabelly, Car, Caskey, Casperson, Chenoweth, Collie, Collins,
Comman, Cress, Daach, Falco, Fischer, Fosque, Fran, Gelles,
Gelmon, Glanvile, Gregory, Hall, Halverson, Haron, Hendrcks,

Hickey, Hillman, Hunter, Jacob, Jivanjee, Johnson, Jolin,
Ketcheson, Kretovich, Kristof, Labissière, Lall, Lehman, Liebman,
Luckett, Mandavile, 1. Mercer, Miller-Jones, Morris, Nash,

Nissen, O'Halloran, Palmiter, Raffo, Reder, Robinson, Rosengrant,

Rueter, Seltzer, Santelman, Shusterman, Sussman, Temple,
Thompson, Walton, Wang, Wanjala, Wattenberg, Weasel, Wetzel,
Wollner.

New Members

Present:

Anderson, Brennan, Brower, Dil, Endress, Ennekig, Fischer,
Fortller, Hoffman, Howe, Kenreich, Koch, Latiolais, Meekisho,

i

Mercer, Smallman.
Alternates Present:

Barpn for Knights, Koch for Lall, Holliday for Talbott

Members Absent:

Dilon, Haaen, Hagge, King, Pfeiffer, Philbrick, Prince, Rhee,

I

Shinn, Spolek, St. .Ihn.

Ex-offcio
Members Present:

Andrews-Collier, Carer, Christopherson, Driscoll, Kaiser, Kenton,
LaTourette, Lieberman, Livneh, Murdock, Pfingsten, Rhodes,
Samuels, Tetreault, Toulan, Ward, Withers.

A. ROLL CAL

B. APPROVAL OF THE MIES
The minutes of

the meeting of

May 5, 2003, were approved as published.

C. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE FLOOR
The Graduate Council Report is erroneously labeled. It is item "G-7."
ELECTION OF OFFICERS OF THE 2003-04 PSU FACULTY SENATE:
Presiding Offcer: Cynthia Brown
Presiding Offcer Pro Tern: Dee Thompson
Steerig Committee: Jane Allen, Darell Brown, Richard Wattenberg

Minutes of the PSU Faculty Senate Meeting of June 2, 2003
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D. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
\.

1. Amendment to the Constitution, Art. iv., Sec. 4, 4),f Library Committee
THE AMENDMENT PASSED by unaImous voice vote.
2. Changes in the Honors Graduatioii Policies
l

,.

~

'~

COLLIEIBURNS MOVED to tae the motion off

the table.

THE MOTION TO TAKE THE MOTION OFF THE TABLE PASSED by
unanmous voice vote.
"Require a minimum of 72 PSU credits to qualif for honors. At least 60 credits
for a diferenhated grade. Only PSU credits would be calculatedfor

must be taken

,~

honors. "

MERCER distributed data containing information requested at the previous
Senate meeting, including data prepared by OIRP on GPA by school, and urban
schools data (attached).

BUTLER noted that 26% is a very generous number of students, and would
prefer that honors star with a 3.7 GPA. GELLES noted she agreed with Butler

with respect to issues of grade inflation.
,
,

HICKEY a~ked

PALMITER noted, with r8spect to GP As at PSU that indication of grade
infation varies across programs, and asked if th¡: committee discussed how to
balance out the differences. MERCER stated no.
CRESS asked what the criteria were for selecting the other institutions cited in the
who are
the "urban 13," some of
data. KETCHESON stated they are members of
comparators, and some are not.
SELTZER asked if honors could be determed by tag a percentage of the
graduates rather than using GP A. MERCER noted that the Registrar would have
would be. PALMITER
to wait until after the fact to determine where the cutoff
we would be left with the same problem anyway?
asked if

THE MOTION PASSED by majority voice vote.

Eo NEW BUSINESS
1. Curriculum Committee Course and Program Proposals

Minutes of
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EL TETO introduced the proposals.

. ß
HILLMAN/WETZEL MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE College of Arts &
Sciences new courses in "E- i", except PHIL 3 i 4, for which there is no course
description.

THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
i

/AGORSAH MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE College of Ars &
Sciences course changes in "E- i."
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
BURNS/

MOVED College of Ars & Sciences program changes in

"E-l.~~

THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.

BARHM/ILLMA MOVED School of Fine & Performing Ars new course
proposal in "E-l".
THE MOTION PASSED by unanimous voice vote.

l

2. Graduate Council Course and Program Proposals

KOCH introduced the proposals.
KOCH/BLE1LER MOVEn THE SENATE APPROVE School of

Business

Administration courses and i:rogram proposals ip "E-2."

MILLER-JONES asked KOCH noted it is a new track in the
program and it is a self-support program.

THE MOTION TO APPROVE PASSED by unanimous voice vote.
KOCH/BURNS MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE the M.S. (Economics) in
Energy and Environmental Economics in "E-2."

THE MOTION TO APPROVE PASSED by unanimous voice vote.

KOCH/AMES MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE the Ph.D. in Applied
Psychology in "E-2."
the PhD in Psychology/Systems Sciences would be subsumed
by this program. KOCH yielded to KAUFFMAN who stated that this degree
would basically replace that one. MILLER-JONES stated that there is stil the

REDER asked if

.' )
._ë... r
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possibility of a Systems Science focus. REDER asked what would happen to
students curently in the old Ph.D. program! KAUFFMAN stated they would be
given a choice of
which degree to complete. \.

;~

BLEILER asked, with respect to allied area studies, internal to the deparment,

LUCKETT asked who approves this degree after the Senate. TETREAULT noted
the program would be forwarded to cpUS Academic CounciL. The Chancellor has

indicated his approval wil be pro forma.
SPOLEK asked ifthere was funding for the new position listed in the report.

KOCH noted that the position is not critical to the program.
Í'

THE MOTION TO APPROVE PASSED by unanimous voice vote.

I

i
¡,

KOCH/WOLLNER MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE College of Liberal Ars
and Sciences course proposals in "E-2."
THE MOTION TO

APPROVE PASSED by unanimous

voice vote.

KOCH/HAL VORSON MOVED THE SENATE APPROVE Graduate School of
Education certificate change in "E-2."
iil
1,1
elL
(1
~
Ii
ii
~

Provost's Report ,
,

¡

The Provost reported after G.IO. (attched)

F. QUESTION PERIOD

~

~¡

i

There were no questions.

N
Ii
¡i:

G. REPORTS FROM THE OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION AND
COMMITTEES

Report of the Vice President for Development
WITHERS have submitted his resignation to head the newly created Children's
Institute.
1. Advisory Council Annual Report

CARTER presented the report for the committee, noting that in addition to the
printed report, he has forwarded a memorandum to the Steering Committee
regarding the matter of Faculty Role in Hiring.

Minutes a/the PSU Faculty Senate Meeting a/June 2,2003
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The Presiding Offcer accepted the report for the Senate.

,

2. Budget Committee Annual Report

ENNEKING presented the report for the committee.
The Presiding Offcer accepted the repoIt, for the Senate.
.

3. Committee on Committees Annual Report

WANG presented the report for the committee, noting that in addition to the
membership listed on the report, Anette Jolin represented the CUP A caucus.
The Presiding Offcer accepte.d the report for the Senate.
4. Curriculum Committee Annual Report

EL TETO presented the report for the committee, noting that the Native American

Studies Minor, although mentioned in the report, will not be forwarded to the
Senate for approval until the October 2003 meeting. The Film Studies Minor,
also mentioned in the report, will be proposed at that meeting as well.

The Presiding Offcer accepted the report for the Senate.

5. Educational 'Policies Committee

LATIOLAIS presented the n,port for the committee (attached). He noted that
committee discussions this spring were primarily around the issue of Markers
for the Baccalaureate. Not in report is a recommendation to the Steering
Committee that there be a Faculty Senate discussion ofthe issue in the falL.

The Presiding Officer accepted the report for the Senate.
6. Faculty Development Committee Annual Report

KETCHESON presented the report for the committee, including in her report
the reports, 9/16/03, are
amendments to the Travel Awards list. (Final copies of
attached).

The Presiding Offcer accepted the report for the Senate.
NOTE: THERE is NO TRANSCRIPT OF THE MEETING FROM THIS POINT

7. Graduate Council Annual Report

Minutes of
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KOCH presented the report (attched).

,

The Presiding Officer accepted the report for the Senate.

8. Intercollegiate Athletic Committee Annual Report
,

BURNS presented the report for the committee.
i

BUTLER asked how many years of deficit wil it tae before we rethink our
priorities; academic departents don't get the kind of exceptions given

. to Athletics. BURNS noted that the Senate commented on income imbalances two
years ago and this continues to be a commttee concern.

RUTER noted that the data is not accurate with respect to graduation rates.
RUETER continued, that when the student declares the major infuences the data.
MILLER-JONES noted that student atWetes are penalized by holding back their
color, in that they don't do as well if
major, especially students of
declaration of
the major deparent is not tracking them. BURNS replied that he would
recommend ths to be the first item for the commttee's agenda in the falL.

WATTENBERG noted, regarding the two-thirds undeclared, that
BURNS noted that the data is missing.

SHUSTERMAN/O'HALLORAN MOVED the Senate reject the PR brochure as
the committee's report, as it is inaccurate.
part of
ti:
'\:1
"..1
Iii
"
.1:

THE MOTION PASSE.l by 36 in favor, 18 against, 7 abstentions.

:1
ii'

The Presiding Offcer accepted the remaindei of the report for the Senate.

¡;

9. Report of the President:s Ad Hoc Committee for Budget and Priorities

JOHNSON reported after E.2. The committee completed deliberations after
public hearngs and gathering of information from their emaillist serve. However it
is stil prematue to discuss the budget as it tus on state appropriations. The

committee proceeded with the best estimate available and according to these
criteria: I) don't declare exigency; 2) avoid across the boards cuts, where possible;
and, 3) Reductions should be recommended in relation to the growth and
development of PSU in order to maintain positive momentum. The report wil be
forwarded to President Bernstine on Wednesday.

The Presiding Offcer accepted the report for the Senate.

10. Scholastic Standards Committee

Minutes of
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,

MacCORMACK presented the report for the \,ommittee.

. ~
The Presiding Offce accepted the report for the Senate.

H. ADJOURNENT
The meeting was adjoured at 5:06 p.m., concluding the 2002-03 PSU Faculty Senate.

)
,

.

. :.
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Facttlty Senate
Provost's Report-6/2/03

,

Vision, Values, Priorities and Action Steps
The PSU Planning Committee's work over the last year culminated in statements of

vision,

values and priorities which were approved by the Cóuncil of Academic Deans (CADS)
the
Plus, the Faculty Senate and the Executive Committee. Following the approval of
statements by President Bernstine, a printed versiqn has been produced to share with the
campus and our communities. A sub-group of thei Committee has subsequently drafted
action steps to accompany the seven priorities. Following approval by the CADS Plus and
the steps and their
the Executive Committee members, it is anticipated that discussions of
implementation wiI be taen to the deparents beginning this falL.

Support for Faculty Vitality
I am committed to ensuring that faculty across the lengt oftheir careers flourish and feel
you know, I regularly have informal

that PSU is a good place to live and work. As some of

gatherings with faculty to hear what is on your minds. These gatherigs are very valuable

to me because they provide a window on how faculty members in the various ranks are
fairing in terms of the multiple things we ask of you--teaching, reseach and service. I've

heard frquently about increaes in class size and of the need for more infastrcture support
the faculty focus groups.
for research, also a major finding of

.~.

The planing activities I spoke ofresulted in seven priorities, the first being the attction
the action steps associated with that
and retention of a "faculty of distinction." One of
priority is the need to assess curent practices and resoures that support faculty success
thoughout the university and increae support where needed to ensur faculty vitality. This
summer I will be working with deans and vice provosts to begin that assessment. While we
must work within the limits of our curent budget sitution, we need to do what we can to
who are key to offering a high quality educational experience
support the faculty and staff
to our students.
Related to support, the recent trvel

limitations placed on stte institutions by the governor

have highlighted the need for us to explore ways to better ensure trvel support for faculty,
especially those who are building a scholarly record for promotion and tenure. i made some
modest PSU Foundation fuding available to junior faculty ths spri who had trvel
involving a peer-reviewed paper and absorbd significat out-of-pocket expenses because

their deparments do not have suffcient resources.
The severity of this budget cycle will also require that we work together to promote student
learing, increase faculty vitality and cut costs. As you will see on the attched Coure
Redesign Project summar, a nuber of deparents ar experimenting with how to do this.
that this work needs to continue to be generated from the faculty in
It is my firm conviction
their deparents. Because of this conviction, the sub-group of the Planing Committee
proposed a priority: "Continue to develop deparmental pilot projects (curicular redesign)
for implementation over the next 2-5 year and agree on appropriate criteria for quality."
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Enrollment Management ,
Over the last year, the Senior Executive Enrollment Management Team (SEEMT) has
continued work on the development of enrollment'Priorities and policies that are consistent
with the University's mission and commitment to student success. The group produced" A
Proposal for Educating Oregon's Population Center." Recommendations from the proposal
were given to the Enrollment Management Ímplernentation Group (EMIG) to begin
working with appropriate units and individuals to respond to, critique, and recommend
this
implementation strategies that complement the SEEMT's proposal. The result of
extensive work was organized into subcor1rnittees focused on recruitment and retention,
diversity, international students, and graduate education. Their recommendations are
contained in a preliminary report which EMIG will prioritize as par of a draft
implementation plan to be reviewed by SEEMT. EMlG's work has been valuable because
they have raised critical questions abottt each of SEEMT's proposed goals. For example, the
"Report on Projected Growth in Graduate Programs" raises questions about the capacity of
present graduate programs and the need for additional programs.

fJ

~

.

t

Enhancing Research

To follow up on issues that suraced in last spring's faculty focus groups concerning
research infratructure and support I have been working with the CADS Plus to assess

and support. To assist them, I asked Ron Henr, Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs at Georgia State University, to serve as a consultant. The
following are ongoing:

current infrastrctur

. CADs Plus members are considering Dr. Henr's recommendations.
. A research funding proposal by Willam Feyerhenn, Vice Provost for Graduate

Studies .lid Reseach, is being reviewed for its feasibility and application at PSU.

research areas that have greatest potential for new

. CADs Plus is developing a list of

investment.
~

BEST-Business, Engineeringi Science and Technology
I proposed that the institution should work more strategically to ensure that there are clearer
connections between reseach and economic development, enhced leadership capacity by
the University on initiatives at system-wide, stte-wide, and national initiatives, and
increased collaboration among the activities of Academic Affairs, the other vice presidential
areas and the president. Discussions of the proposal resulted in the concept of an
Engineering and Science Council composed of

selected dea, chair, faculty and external

members. The Council, with leadership from Don McClave, Special Assistat to the

President, will assist in the guidance, coordination and oversight of the development of
engineering/science strtegies and programs at PSU that build upon the strengths and

interests of our faculty. The objectives are to:
. Ensure that related areas of PSU ar engaged in the development of a

comprehensive, multidisciplinar sttegy for the University.
. Engage the business community in the development and implementation ofPSU's

strategy .
. Determine the most productive and beneficial ways for PSU to collaborate with

other universities/research entities.
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The Course Redesign Project

With burgeoning enrollment, increased focus on ksessment of student learng, and reduced

fuding for academic programng, Portland State University decided to experient with new
ways to offer courses and programs in 2000. Tls intial work, fuded by the provost, positioned

us well to receive a grant from the PEW Chartable Trust in 2001 to fuher examne course
redesign. The Course Redesign Project has three primar goals:

. Increase student learg
. Promote faculty vitality
. Decrease the costs of instrction

Selected academic deparents were asked to tae a fresh look at their curculum, define their
academic objectives and mea for assessing student leang, and experient with the design of
new intrctional delivery modes. Questions considered in the redesign process were:

. What do we want students to know and be able to do?

. How do we assess student progress toward achieving these goals?
. What do faculty members do "best" and what "should" faculty be doing with stdents?

:l

. When ca students lea in grups or in the communty without a professor?

. How can new tFhnologies be used in the servce of student leang?
,
The most promising proposals received development fuds to underte coure redesign.

As a result of coure redesign facul~ are:

. restructuring their work to maximi 'esential faculty-student interaction,
. integrating new technologies where appropriate into the student learning process,

. and enhancing student learning through peer interaction.

What We Are Learning From Course Redesign

These new ways of offering instruction seem to be most effective with high demand
introductory courses, where faculty brig students to master of materials or skills. Ths is
as 1 % of all unversity coures, which are often
introductory coures, produce 25-50% of all credit hour. At PSU, 50 coures generate about

parcularly instrctive because as few

25% of our total undergraduate credit hour (~i 00,000 credit hour). Effective redesign of

these

coures provides maximum benefit - increased student leang and decreased cost per student.
Exmple: The Deparent of

.

Foreign Laguges & Litertues focus frrst on introductory Spanish

and is now workig on second year Spanish. Featues of ths reesign include computerize
placement tests, competency-based leaing, and a mied model of on-line and in.dass intrction.

Júñe-f,2Ôa3 .
Placement tests have improved placement of stdents, betted the distrbution of abilties withn

classes, and yielded fewer drops pe section. Course redesign has increased student credit hour

~¡¡ ~c~e deparent is now able to serve 83% more students with a cost increase

1
of 35%. Increased student learing is demonstrted,by improved oral achievement, an increase in
mean course grdes from 80.3% to 83.7%, and increased student satisfaction. Class time is more
effective because active learing, such as speaking, dkes place in class, and passive learing, such as .

reading and grmmar drill, can be done on-line. Oth~ departents that are redesigning introductory
courses are Computer Science and Mathematics.

Course redesign can accompany a revision of a department's curriculum, simultaneously
improving the quality of the program while reducing costs.
Example: The Grphic Design progrm in t(e Deparent of Ar, faced with an enrollment increase
nearly 30% in the last five years, limited facilities, and reduced fuding, has completely revised its
cunculum with two goals in mid: first, to increase the quality and relevance of the cunculur with
of

regard to the curent maketplace and professional competencies of grduates, and send, to

increa progrm effciency through improved student advising and access to courses. Chgig the
introductory computer grphics coure to a lectuelablstudio strctue conserves faculty time by

gatherig all cohort students into one lectue per week, using peer mentors to assist in labs, and
freeing faculty to focus on theory and student development of creative skills. T1s reduces the cost
of the course, increases consistèncy, and provides a model to test in ter of student leaing.

Institutig a portolio review for 2nd-year students assesses their strengt and weaesses, allowig

students to address weak areas before entr into upper-division courses. T1s increases stdent
success as well as the quality of the work. Faculty members already note that stdents lea basic

skills and concepts ealier in the ter resulting in end-of-te work of higher quality. And trfer
students have a clearer path of entr to this progrm. Accompanyig chages include a new web-site
that houses centers for stdent advising, study resources, tehnical skill development, and portolio
development. T1s site provides students with improved access to progr and career advising

resources, improved communication with faculty, and constat access to comprehensive and detailed

i

iil

leaing resources.

The development,of effective web sites for courses and programs can reduce "seat time" in

class, allow more time for critical faculty-student interactions, and result in more effcient
room usage through alternative .scheduling.

I

Examples: PSU's Maters in Social Work program i1evelope web-based content centers in key
cuncular area: field education, history and policy, generalist and advanced social work practice,

and child welfare. The Social Work maual is available on the web and no longer prite, reultig

in cost savigs. Savigs have also occurd with the crtion of F AQ pages givig faculty more tie
for other coure content. Futu savigs should matealiz from reduced seat-time for stdents by
developing an on-line supplement for basic seuences reuired of all stdents. Faculty in

Psychology, too, have developed a web page to support selected courses. Ths page contains all of
the basic instrctional materals (e.g., course notes, assignents, policies, study guides). A

prelimnar verion of the on-line lab was develope and test with students durg the 2002 fall

l'

term. The on-line laboratory generates savings as it frees up space tht can be used to schedule other

~

classes. Faculty expet ths to reduce seat-time in the coures tht it accompanies and to imrove the

quality of stdent work. Creative thinkng about coure redesign has led to alterative scheduling as
well. The deparent offered a 5-dy coure that met the week prior to the beginning of

the quaer.

It also offer some weekend coures. Such scheduling maimizes the use of classrooms.

For further information contact Mary Kay Tetreault, Provost, tetreaultmkíDlix.edu or
Donna Bergh, (503) 725-5256. 5/13//03
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Ficult Tnivil Award. for 202..3

,
;i

Fill Term 202 Awudi

LAST FIRST

Armbrust John
AlXinson Dean
Boudreau Donna

Broer Barbra
Coløm¡m.Siliars Cynthia

AWARD

CONFERENCE

$5000

2002 Assoatn of Cuba Linguist Coerenc
Amerin Giiphysicei Unio 2002 Fill MlI~ng

$50.00

American Spe langua and Hearng Anooati Natonii Conventi

lntarnatoril Year ~ it Movrlan Confre of Mountain WOen
Soetyl'rRiskAnalysisConf8lnc

$50,00
$50,00

$0.00

Danielson Susan

American Soet for Bioei~ and Humants Confre

Dill Jennifll

Assoatin 01 Collegiate Scoos 01 P\nning AnnWL Corenc

$000

Gamburd Michla

Pacc. Anct and Modm language Assoaton Coferenc
Amerin Arrropoogcal Auoaton Amual Meetng

$200,00

Gelles Ema

Duffeld Debbie
Fishll CIBudina

SearyAdaptonofTetpostoUleinWaterCofe

Geiger Darlene

88 Annual Natonal Communica Assoc Confere

$0.00

Anocalin fo R&lear on Nonprofi and. Volunry Adi Annual Meeng

$50.00
$47.00
$50.00

Gibson Karen
Harrson Warren

MaNamas James
M8~r Loraine
Morgaine Carol
Munson Leslie

Nunez Eva
Ozawa Conie
Parajuli Pramod
Psase Jonathn
Rampsl RoM
Rogers Daniel
Santiimann Lynn
Sharma Rojiv

Assoation of Collegiate Scls 01 Planning r

IEEE Intemtonal Colerce on Sore Maintanc
2nd European

Miic.

and Biologica

Conlllence

Engineeng

Pacc. Ancit and Modm languag Assoaton Cofereii
National Colllen on Family R~ati Amual Confere

$5000

$50.00

5420,00

$15400
$40000

18t Annuallntemitional Conferenc on Young Children wi Speal NeeslO thr Families

$000

Rocy Mountein Modrn language Asso Conferece

$18500

Assoation
of Colegiate Scs
National\rr1lhop
on Politcs

$50.00

Conc

of Planning Ariual

of

Ecoy

Amerin Orntal Soty, wem Biindl Corenc
33ArvWlI

National Meeting oilh

Desion

5cenc.slnltitue

FiiillMeniemntAssoatonAnnuaiMeeting

$0.00

$36300

$3000

,"00

28t Annual Boston Universit Confrenc on
language oev~opment

$5000
$30,00

Steinberg Lynne

Americ.n Public. Heait Assoation's 130 Annual Meeting and Exsition
lor Multvariate ExrimenLaI
Psychology Conference
Soety

Wadley Stephen

American OIental Soety, Wetern Branch Conferenc

$30,00

David Capu

Americ.n Counseling Assoation Annual Confereii

$5000

Amerin Instie 01 Arceo AnnWlI Meeting

$435.00

Assoation of American Georaph Annial Meeting

$50,00
$50,00
$50.00
$50,00
$50.00

Unn; Ramaprasad 2oo2SoetyIoMar1e~ng;tdvaiisConfrece
Winter linn 2003 Awirds

Karen Carr

Heejun Chang
Michael Emch

Assooation of American Georepher Annual Meeting

Jeffey Gllng

MHE Learing to Change Confernce 2003

Darrell Glln!
Amy
Grenst8
Leslie Hammer

Renaissanc Soety of America Conlreii

Andre Giarelli

Thomas Harvey
Carol Holdl
Regina Laence
Anne McClanan

..

$000

Hildy Miller
Peter Moa
RoM Ramps)
Gerald Rectenld,
Miilody Rose
Alex Ruza

Clililomia Stae Uniersit, long Bec:, 36 AMual Compae Liteti Confrenc
Intematl
Assoction
oIJaz
Educs
Confernce
APAfIOSH wo, SIAIlS, and H8Ø~ Confence
Assocation 01 American Georapher Annual Meeting

Pacfic. Soologic.l Assoaton Annu~ Mee~ng

$5000

$000

$5000
$50,00
$50,00

$5000

wester Politca 5ceii Assocation Annual MlHting

$35,00

Coleg Art Assoatn Anii Conrernce

$342,00

wester Politcal $ceii Assoation Annual Meeting
and Planetary Scnc Cofeence
luar

$50,00
$50,00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

Shawn Smallman

Rocy Mountain Concil of Lan America Stidies Annual Confere
Lan Amenc.n Studies Assocaton, 24th Congrøss

$000

$50,00

Acclien Cec;le

Amercan Assoat of Taacers ~ Freri Conrenc

$745,00

Friediicl Sculer

Col~ Compositon and Communicaon Confereii
2003 Nanotøcnoly Conrernc and Tra Show
2003 Noreast Decsion Scnc Instie's Annual Cofeence

SEMI. THERM XiX Sympoi-im

Spring Tenn 203 Awirdi

Anda Roberto

Brennan Eileen
Carey Christopher

Caskey Mick

western Psychlogical Assocaton Meeting

55000
$2000

Seice Learning in Challenging Times: Six Annual Contiwmi of Se Conreii

$265.00

Assoation and Natonal.yOOaton fo ChicanaiChic.ri Studies

ResearAssoation ¡

Gelmon Shaml

Na~onal 'Nmen's Studies Assocation Conferece
Europan Forum on Qualit Imprvement in Healt Care

$50.00
$50.00
$50,00

King Mary

Modrn Critica Approaces to ChHáren'lliarøure
Intematonal Confration 01 Assoati fo Pluiilism in Ecoomics

$350,00

Duncan Pani

Hines Maude

Long Joseph

Mankowski Eric.

American

Educ.tional

One Hundre Years of Evelyn WalJh. Interonal Symposii.

Marrongelle Karen

Soety for Cornmuiit Researdl and Acton Biennial Confence
Teøcer of Mattematcs
B1st Allnual Meeting of the National Concil of

Medovoi Leerom

CultiaJ Stuies Assocation (US), Founding Conferenc

Miller Pam~ii

lor Soal
Wor
$oety
2003 Materals Reseii

Moe
Peter
Mohr Cynttiii
Nunez Evil

Leadehip
SoatSpng

in Heait

Carø

Conence

Meeting
Wester Piyc:ca Aisooaton Meeting

Rodriguez Leopoldo

HispanieLiterati
Ecoomics 01 Co~ict and Coon in th Middle East and Nort Afr Region

Sprnger Kimberly

Organiztion

Temple JIlc.-ieHri

IntematonlConferencon
oIAmIl

Hiitorans

55000

55000
$50,00
$428,00

$5000
$35.00
$50.00
$165.00

$000
$745,00

$42400

UNESCO 20 Coøn on Intrcll Educon

$50,00

Almer Eliz.beth

American Accntng Assocon Natonl Meeting
01 Amenc.nists
tnternatonal
Conl'SS

$750.00
$950.00

Klebba Joanri

Amercan Marbtng Assocat Si.mer Eductors Core

Summer Term 203 Awirds

Corbtt Jack
Dillon Grace
Katc:ason Kati

Mayer Heike

Ot John

Tint Barbra
Truxillo Donald

Tseng Douglas

Walton linda
Wa~on Stephen

Internatnal Conerenc ~ th Popular Cult AsSOati
Eurn

Researc.Conre

lo Inslial

51,00,00
$812.00

$50,00

ACSPIAESOP Joint Confel'nce

$530,00

Intematonl Medeval Coress

$1,00.00

American Psychlogcal Assoaton: DIvision 01 Pea, Coict and Viori Coce

Aady 01 Maiiment Conreri
The XiII Ai:e Intematonal Conlerari on Pacc. Rim Mangeent
InternatoriConvention

of Asia

Sclarl

An'n Aisoaton olTeødrs 01 Fre (MTF) 76th Annull Covenon

TotslAwlrds
FDC:kak

9.1603
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Assoatn

$750,00

$0.00
$0.00

$1,00,00
$1,00,00
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Faculty Enhancement Applicants
2002-2003
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Initiatives' Accomplishments 1999-2003

Presidential

i are listed below. 1
The four Presidential

,

Initiatives (beginning in 1999) and Attion Councils' progress and achievements

,

The Diversity Initiative: One of the Diversity Action Council's initial responsibilities was to design a
Diversity Action Plan and to offer support and/or to engage the campus in the goals and activities articulated in
the Plan. Listed be/aware a few of PSUs accomp/ishmentf in this area during the last four years:
. Created a Diversity Action Plan with four detailed matrices.

. Increased the percentage of diverse faculty from,6% to 13%;

. Implemented a successful Focus on Diversity sePies (since 1991);
. Created a successful "Diversity Hiring Resource Team;"
. Created a Faculty-in-Residence position;
. Created a Diversity Liaison Network with representatives from nearly every unit across campus;

. Created "Connections": A monthly gathering for faculty and staff of color;
. Furthered efforts to more deeply integrate diversity across the curriculum;

. Created and disseminated a quarterly Diversity Initiative Newsletter.

Student Advising Initiative: The Student Advising Implementation Team's goal is to assist the total intake
undergraduate advising model recommended by the Action CounciL. Accomplishments within this area include:

. Increased student and faculty participation in student orientation;
. Assisted departments in developing undergraduate advising plans;

. Designed and disseminated an Undergraduate Advising Handbook;

. Integrating information on the new advising model into all student orientations;
. Created an advising website using the materials in the Advising Handbook and additional advising

I

appropriate information, including links to departmental advising plans;
. Created an on-going series of workshops for undergraduate advisers;

. Began assessment of undergraduate advising initiative;
i

Assessment Initiative: The Assessment Initiative is focused on Student Learning Assessment in the long
term and Accreditation in the short term. The tJllowing Assessment accomplishments bode well for continued
institutionalization of the Student Leaming Asse~sment activities:
. Created a faculty in residence for assessment position;

. Created a graduate student assessment course;

. Designed a model for supporting departmental assessment activities;
. Created a consistent assessment model that guides departmental assessment activities;

. Delivered annual assessment symposia;

. Connected Student Learning Assessment activities with Program Review;
. Disseminated PSU's assessment activities nationally
Internationalization Initiative: The Internationalization Action Council focuses on internationalizing the

composition and curriculum of the campus and enhances international opportunities available to faculty, staff
and students. In efforts to achieve these outcomes, the following activities highlight some of the
Internationalization accomplishments:

.
.

. .
'~

.
.
.
.

Created an Internationalization Action Council, as an outgrowth of the Internationalization Task Force;
Connected past Portland Peace Corps volunteers with the Internationalization Initiative;
Completed the Internationalization Blue Print;
Funded multiple faculty and student internationalization mini-grants;
Connected PSU with the AASCU's Globalization Action Plan (GAP);
Coll"hnr;ud with Ar.F nn the "Global Learning for All" activities.
7srcui'Y :Sena1é7deling
June 2, 2003

2001-2002 Bachelor's Degrees Granted by GPA by Institutional Hours
INSTITUTIONAL tiRS

i
GPA

72 OR ABOVE PSU HRS

\. 45.71 PSU HRS

%0

#

#

%

3.85 or above

155

7.4

25

16.6

3.7G-3.84

240

11.4

22

14.6

3.5G-3.69

317

15.1

28

18.5

Tolal of 3.5 +

il

34.0

~

49.7

3.49 or below

1.385

66.0

76

50.3

Total

2.

100.0

il

100.0

INSTITUTIONAL HRS

GPA

45-71 PSU HRS

#

#

%

95

4.5

17

11.3

3.76-3.89

192

9.2

21

13.9

3.6G-3.75

261

12.4

æ

21

13.9

26.1

3.90 OR ABOVE

.~

72 OR ABOVE PSU HRS

Tolal of 3.60 +

3.59 OR BELOW

1,549

Tolal

2.

.

~

%

39.1

73.9

92

60.9

100.0

il

100.0

INSTITUTIONAL HRS

GPA

72 OR ABOVE PSU HRS

45-71 PSU HRS

#

%

95

4.5

17

113

3.8G-3.89

126

6.0

14

9.3

3.7G-3.79

174

8.3

16

10.6

Tolal of 3.70 +

il

18.8

II

31.

3.69 or below

1,702

81.2

Tolal

2.

100.0

3.90 or above
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#

104

il

%

68.9
100.0

Institution Only

Approximate %

# minimum

\

U/Missur St. Louis

\.

Georgia State University
Univerity of
Central Florida
Kennesaw State University
Univ. Wisconsinlilwaukee
Oakand University

84..

nla
8-10

S4
72

10
10

90

20-25
15-18

(j
91

Purdue (IUI)

10.
10.

90
90

U/Colorado; Colorado Sprigs

38

67.5

25

67.5
67.5

Indiana Univ (IUUI)

U/ Missour at Kansas City-.-

Cal State/Fresno
Easter Michigan University

28-29

Combined
sw Missour State..--

30

90

· .IUUI bases their honors on the top i 0 percent of gres
· - -Missour Sait Louis counts only their own if the st ba a suffcient GP A
from St. Remis. Ifnot, they'll count in all work from Stae Univerity System
_.-UlMssour at Kansas City is introducing lati honors in the next yea
~
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May 12,2003

To:

PSU Faculty Senate

From:

University Budget Committee

Faculty:

j

Eugene A. Enneking (MTH&ST A T) Chair

Dean Frost (PSY)

Judy Anderson (LIBW)
Krstine Baggett (CLAS)
L. Rudy Baron (ARCH)
Erik Bodegom (PHY)
David Burgess (OIRP)
W. Robert Daasch (ECE)
Grant Far (SOC)

Georg Graihoff(GEOL)

SIeve Haron (XS-SS)
Duncan Krelovich (SBA)
Carol Mack (ED)
Krsiie Nelsonlisa Vuksich (SSW)

Ronald Tammen (SOG)

Studenls:
Tracy Earll

Polly Berge

Consultanls: ,
Mary Kay Tetreault, Provosi, OAA
Mike Driscoll, V-Provost, OAA
Kaihi Kelcheson, OIRP

Subject:

~

Jay Kenlon, Vice Presidenl, FADM
Caihy Dyck, Assoc V-Presidenl, FADM

Anual Committee Report 10 Faculty Senale

First of all the University Budgel Committee would like 10 ihan ihe Administration for
all of iis briefings and ihe information provided 10 the committee durng its regular
meetings.
i. Budget review process

The University Budget Committee normal review of budgetary proposals for ihe nexl
academic year has been primarly assumed by ihe special Budgel and Priority cornmittee-deliberations which are still ongoing. The University Budgel Committee considered
parallel issues which also fed into B&P committee deliberaiions. See calegories lisled
below.
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II. Enrollment growth

It has been estimated that enrollmenl at l)SU could coniinue 10 grow from the cUITenl

level of approximaiely 22,000 to 35,000 'in 10 years. To support and diversify thaI
growth steps are being taken 10 build residence halls and attracl increasing numbers of
non-resident and international student" The curenl balance of undergraduate to graduale
studenls is about 73% 10 27%. A propbsed target is two thirds undergraduaie (23,000)
and one third graduales (12,000) by 2012. A projection of expenses required 10 grow 10

ihat size wiih growth continuing as patterns in the past is as indicated in following char.

PSU Actual and Projected Expenses (less Reserves)

2002-03102011-12 (in milions)
im projected 6% enrollment (He) growth rate
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07-0.

;rO.L

..1.

4111,1154.'
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Academic Year

These projections do not include considerations of support and classified staff, offce
space, classroom space requirements, and other physical plant requiremenls 10

accommodate that growth. Projeciions are based only on patterns from the pasl which do
reflecl some of these growth relaled issues.
A trend of expenses per 3-term adjusted FTE is displayed in the following char. 3-terr

adj FTE from 1990-91102001-02 is 3-1erm SCH divided by 45 for all undergraduates;
SCH/36 for Master's and Post-Baccalaureales, Graduale, and Non-admitted Graduate
studenls; and SCH/27 for Doctoral studenls. Trend will
likely be impacted by budget
culs in the near shortlerr.

I

"
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PSU Expenses (less Reserves) per 3-term FTE

1994-95 to 2001-02
20.00
19,00

Trend: Expenses per 3-tenn FTE ~ 6791ndex + 12,269
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01,,2
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Projeciing growth from aboul 6,000 graduate students currently 10 12,000 (8,000 maslers
and 4,000 PhD level) in len years will require an increase rale of7.2% in graduate studenl
enrollrnenl each year. Growth at that rale will require considerably more graduale
programs ihan we iurrently have. Graduale programs will require lenure-lrack faculty

and supported graduate studenls all wiih grealer funding requirements. Unless cap on
OUS RAM model fuding for graduale studenls is lifted, and indicaiions are ihal Slale
funding will decrease overall, ii is i~evitable ihat graduale programs will have 10 become
highly supplemented with non-State funds eiiher via granls br some oiher new revenue
stream. Inlentional long-term planning will be criiical.
III. Differential tuition

An analysis of tuiiion revenue generaiion and program Cosls for 1999-00 and 2001-02

was considered. The analysis included RA model fuding and tuition allocaled 10
programs wiih the goal of assessing relative slandings of program cosls and revenue
generation by academic departenlS or schools and colleges. Of particular nole on ihe
revenue side is the faciihal, generally speaking, programs in the lower RAM model

matrix cell values produce typically 40% 10 50% of revenue from ihe RAM model and
tyically 50% to 60% of revenue directly from tuiiion. On the other hand more
expensive programs with higher RA model matrix cell values produces 55% to 60% of
iheir revenue from the RAM model and 40% 10 45% ofiheir revenue from tuiiion. The
RAM model is a differential tuition based fuding model while tuition paid directly 10 ihe
institution is not. Some programs have course or resource fees which acl in some ways
as an altemaiive to differeniial tuiiion.
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One modelloward differeniial tuition is that differential tuiiion would follow ihe major
declaration. Thus a studenl majoring in a "higher cosl" program would pay ihe higher

tuition for all their courses including courses,outside the major. If ihe higher cosl
program were to have higher tuition for iis own prefix courses ihis would be closer 10
what are now course or resource fees. Some discussion ensued around a differential

tuiiion concepl for graduate programs. No!specific recommendation was put forward al
ihis time. The committee recommends tha¡ ihis matter be continued to be considered as
program Cosls and tuition revenue generaiion are reviewed.

III. Initiatives.
The following iniiiaiives are ideniified for University consideration, several of which
were firsl proposed by the 200 i -02 University Budgel Committee. They are raised in
order 10 find ways to reach beyond immediate budgel crisis and help creale or build a
foundation 10 improve long-ierm financial stability for ihe University. These include
boih exlernal initiaiives (legislature, melropolilan community, and oiher higher educaiion
Portland Slate University). The
insiituiions) and internal iniiiatives (within purview of
CUITenl Budgel Committee continues 10 urge consideraiion ofthese iniiiaiives.

a) Exlernal Initiaiives
. Pursue lhrough the Legislatue addiiional sources of
tax revenue.
. Pusue insiitutional aulonomy for PSU including a separale urban area
governing board.

. ,Coniinue consideration of joinl programs, consolidaiion or merger of PSU

.

,: and OHSU.

. , Consider differential tuiiion rales according 10 program cosl and markel
demand.
. Review tuition.¡ales and tuiiion plaieaus and pursue independeni
institutional auihority in setting rales. (Maller is curently under
I

co¡isideraiion and: a proposal is being submitled 10 OUS aiihe time ihis is
wrtten. )

~

b) Inlernallniiiatives
. Continue incorporaiion of Summer Session inlo regular operalIon of

Schools and Colleges as a fourh lerm.

I

. Coniinue work of Enrollment Managemenl work groups. Of paricular

I

note to budgel committee is the developmeni of funding as growth is

j

managed toward 35,000 studenls in i 0 years.

I

. Establish formal goals for expenditues as a percentage of Stale vs non-

I

Slale fuds. Creale a tagel such as 60% Stale and 40% non-Slale.

. Pursue Graduate Studies proposal for building research capacity, research
centers, and research infrastructue via bonding.

~

. Create a set of agreed upon program measures, boih quantilaiive and

..~

~j

qualitative, that can be used in program development/reductions as
pertineni at the time.

:1

'i
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iv. A look to the future

The University has made several, incremental, budget culs responding 10 budget cuI
requesls in a relative short period of time. We recommend ihal a review be done of
collective cuts over ihe last five years as a baseline componenl to be included in longer
term planing decisions inlo ihe futue. A largelt long-term stralegy ihal focuses on
middle and long-range initiatives would assess p~ogramrnalic impacts from recenl pasl
and incorporate those impacts into the planing process. Included within this review
would be a developmenl of a set of qttaniiiaiive (enrollmenl relaled, cost, revenue,
efficiency, elc. measures) and quality (program review, national recognition, elc.)
which already exisi) which can be "pulled from the shelf' for
measures (many of
budgeta review, program enhancement or program reduction in a timely way.

)
~
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Report of the Educational Poli~y Committee

to the Faculty Senate
Prepared by M. Paul L~tiolais, Chair
Committee: Judy Andrews, Jacqueline Arante, Mary An Barham, Barbara Brower, Darrell Brown, Gina
Greco, Karen Karavanic, M. Paul Laiiolais (Chair), Brian l.ch, Barr Messer, Judy Patton, Barbara Seslak,

Danelle Slevens :

In accordace wiih the Faculty Governance Guide, the charge of the Educaiional Policy Committee (EPe) is
10;

"advise the Faculty Senate and the President on educaiional policies and planning for ihe
University.... The Committee shall:
I) Serve as the faculty advisory body to the President and 10 ihe Faculty Senale on matters of

educational policy and planning for ihe Universiiy.
2) Take notice of developmettls leading to such changes on iis own iniiiaiive, with appropriale
consullation wiih oiher interesled faculty committees, and wiih iimely report or recommendation
to the Faculty Senate.
3) Receive and consider proposals from appropriale administrative officers or faculty committees
for the establishmenl, abolition, or major alleralIon of ihe structure or educaiional fuction of
deparents, disiinct programs, inierdisciplinary programs, schools, colleges, or oiher significani
academic entities.

.~ .

4) In consullation with ihe appropriale Faculty committees, recommend long-range plans and
prioriiies for ihe achievemenl ofihe mission of
the University.
5) Underte matters falling within iis compelence on eIiher its own iniiiative or by referral from
ihe President, faculty committees, or the Faculty Senate."
i

The EPC was first constituled in March 2003. The Faculty Senale Sieering Committee asked the EPC 10
consider ihe following two issues:
I. Markers for the undergraduale degree ~

2. Issues relating to dual lisled 400/500 courses
Although ihe committee would have liked 10 also "lake notice of developmenis leading 10 such changes on iis
own initiaiive" iime constrainls made ihat unfeasible this academic year. The committee did discuss iis general
charge. There was seniimeniihaiihe EPC should aciively pursue ihe ideniification of issues it should address

relaiing 10 educaiional policies wheiher or not ihey have been specifically ideniified by the Faculty Senale or
ihe adminislration.

Wiih respecllo ihe issue of markers, ihe Vice Provosl for Curriculum and Undergraduaie Studies, Terr
Rhodes, asked the EPC 10:

i. "Recommend an iniiial sel of markers 10 ihe Senale for adoption"
11. "Recommend a process for implementing ihe markers"
111. "Presenl recommendalIons to, the Senale Sieering Committee for consideraiion by ihe faculty
senate. "

In iis attempled 10 address the above charge wiih respecllo the markers, ihe EPC discovered ihal ii firsl needed
a definition 10 guide it in ihe process. The EPC submiis ihe following definition.

.
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Definiiion: A marker is a generalized skill or an attbule ihallhe Portland Slale University faculty has
ideniified as a characteristic ihal describes what we hope our baccalaureale students are able 10 acquire by
graduation.

~
~~

,

.~

The lerm "marker" was considered by many on ihe cómmittee to nol be an effeciive moniker for ihis idea, bul
no one was able to suggesl a suitable replacement term. The EPC did not reach consensus on how 10 proceed
from this definiiion. Some EPC members felt stronily that the faculty should nol proceed wiih
"implementation" of markers until a more encompa~sing discussion occurs as 10 wheiher having markers is
beneficial 10 ihe university. The majority of
the faculty feliihal such a discussion can be ongoing as ihe
committee collecls data relating to markers and that ihe collection of data will help facililale more meaningful
conversation.
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A preliminary sel of markers was received by ihe EPC as part of iis iniiial charge (Ref:
hilp ://portfolio. pdx.edu/ortfolip/T eachinlLLearing/ nderGrad_LearinlL GoalslLearninlLMarkerslMarkers).
The final sel of markers will offer a uniform ariculaiion of what our graduales are expecied 10 have learned
based on an identification oflearning objeclives as curently being assessed and articulaled by ihe varous
teaching units on campus. Some faculty on the committee felt ihal the markers should be more ihan ihat. In
paricular, ihey felt ihal markers should address what learning objeciives ihe faculty as a whole would like
students to have attained. The majority of
the committee feliihal by tring 10 articulale whaiihe studenl
learing objeciives implicitly are currenily, we can engender ihe conversaiion about whaiihey should be. The
EPC unanimously agreed thaiihe preliminar set of
markers are not a set thaI has had sufficienl overall faculty
discussion 10 be considered as "coming from" the faculty in any meaningful way. The EPC suggesls ihal we
address ihis issue (and item ii. of Dr. Rhodes requesl) in ihe following way:

Development and Assessment oj Markers: Assuming no extra funds, the dala collecled to develop and measure
markers will be part of:cureni ongoing assessmenl efforts. Markers will nol be independently defined or
measured, nor will deIlarenls be asked 10 measure markers. Iniiial malching of ihe preliminar sel of markers
10 deparenlal studenl pedormance objeclives has lold us ihal markers as currently understood are being

addressed across campus and data is being collecled that may be used 10 measure mosl, if not all objeclives
relaiing to markers. The EPC can use ii'is data 10 define a sel of markers ihat refleciihe learning objeciives of
ihe majors, general education and ihe degree requiremenis. The EPC can prepare an anual report on some (we
anticipaie 3-5) markers eaeh year, with the support ofihe currenl Assessmenl Iniiiaiive. A more aggressive
assessment of
university "oulcomes" in relaiion 10 markers would require addiiional resources.

Future EPC Annual Reports on Markers: Said report 10 the faculty senale wottld include conclusions about
whal level of skill our graduales have attained on specifically ideniified areas relaiing 10 markers,
recommendations as to what (if any) aciion the Senate should take wiih respecllo this dala, recommendaiions of
how 10 re-ariculale these and/or oiher markers, and recommendaiions as 10 what areas 10 address in ihe futue.

Initial List oj Markers: ( ilern i. of Dr. Rhodes' requesi) It is prematue for ihis committee 10 recommend
changes to the preliminary sel of
markers oiher ihan minor editorial addiiions. As sel out to in ihe Refinement
and Assessment oj the Markers paragraph, ihey are an adequaie 1001 10 begin ihe process for eslablishing
markers thaI refleciihe learing ~bjeclives of the Majors, general educaiion and degree requiremenls al Portland

Stale University.

!:
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Issues relating to dual listed 400/500 courses. The commiltee discussed the various problems that some uniis
have when graduale students tae a course along side undergraduaies. It was clear ihat these issues are
discipline specific and no general policy by the university co¡ild address ihem. Indeed, attempting 10 creale a
uniform policy wiihin one deparenl to address student problems in one program would hinder studenls in

another prograr.

i

EPC Charge for 2003-04: The EPC recommends thaI asses-menl outcomes be collecled on three specific areas
relaiing to markers next year: wrtten communication, oral comrnunicaiion and quantiiaiive literacy. Wrillen
and oral communication were chosen as ii was generally agreed ihese are importanl areas for studenl success.
Quantitative lileracy was generally agreed to be more problemaiic, bul also an irnportanl area of educational
policy ihal needed addressing. Part of
the charge for 2003-04 would include articulating markers to reflecl
learing objectives for PSU graduates in those areas as implied by currenl ongoing assessment activiiies. The

committee may wish 10 address the articulation of other markers, time and resources permitting.

~
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May 21, 2002

MEMORANDUM
To: Faculty Senate

From: Roy Koch, Chair Faculty Senate
Re: Interim anual report from the Graduate Council

Following is ihe annual report from ihe Graduale Council for the 2002-03 academic year.
The report covers the period from Januar through June2003 as this is the transiiional
year of Graduate Council from a calendar year to an academic year committee.
the following members:

The Graduate Council is composed of

Year

MEMBER

served
Sarah Andrews-Collier

Michael Bowman
Harold Briggs

Sue Danielson
Sherwin Davidson
Stan Hillman

.~

Agnes Hoffman (resigned)
Roy Koch
Thomas Luba

Herm Migliore
Gerard Mildner
Jeanette Palmiter

Donna Philbrick (SAB WSp)
Wayne Wakeland
Sandra Wilde

02
01-02
01-02
02
02
02
02
01-02
02
01-02
01-02
02
02
01-02
01-02

Academic
unit
FPA
LIB

.

SW
CLAS
CLAS
CLAS
AOF
CLAS
XS
ENGR
UPA
CLAS
SBA
AOF
ED

Student Members:

Shukhrat Arifdjanov
Christine Weilhoefer

02
02

prof, M level

c1as, D level

We would also like 10 acknowledge the assistace provided by the Committee's ex-offco

members, Maureen, Orr-Eldred, Wiliam Feyerherm and Linda Devereaux.
i

Program and Course approvals
The Council has mel approximaiely every oiher week durng that period to address
Graduale policy (relatively infrequently) and proposal for new graduale programs,
program changes, new courses and course changes (primarily). In addition, a
subcommittee of
the Council with rotaiing membership reads and recommends on ihe
disposition of graduale peiiiions.

'.
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Following is a list of new programs and program ~hanges recommended for approval by
ihe Council and subsequently approved by ihe Faculty Senale:

.

New Programs ,

ø

Graduale Certificate in Food Markeiing and Logistics - new program
Graduale Certificate in Public Management - new program
MS in Energy and Environmental Econo-iics - new program

,

5

~.

~

~

f

Ph.D. in Applied Psychology ¡

~:

~

~

~

;

Program Changes
M.S. Financial Analysis program -- Change in existing program
MA History - change in exisiing program (adds specializaiion in Public Hislory)
MA TESOL - change in existing program
Master of International Management (MIM) - change in existing program
Graduale Certificale in Marr¡ige and Family Counseling - change in exisling program

"~

tl
.~
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New courses and changes 10 exisiing courses
Since January, the Council has also approved 49 new courses and 15 changes 10 existing

,'£

:!
Ji

courses (including dropping 2 courses).

t,.,
',~

¡

Petiiions

II

;;:j

the Graduale Council have acled upon a total of 56 peiitions. The
Subcommittees of
hisloric approval rale is shown in Table 2. Note thaiihe mosl common petiiion is ihe
extension of ihe I year limii on incomplele grades while the nexl mosl common is ihe
requesllo w~ive ihe 15 credit hour Iimii on lransfer crediis.
¡

¡.f::
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Table i. Petitions acled on by ihe Graduale Council durng ihe 2002-03 academic year
and the resulis of thaI aciion.

Code Petition Categoly

Total

Denied

Approved

'ki

Percent
Approved

Petitions

¡

A
AI

i¡¡'¡
lij

B

,Ii

Percent
of Total

:~

tl¡i

.

INCOMPLETES
Waive one year deadline for
¡"completes
SEVEN YEAR LIMIT ON

24

23

6

6

43%

96%

11%

100%

2%

0%

COURSEWORK
BI
B2
C
C3

Waive seven year limit on
coursework
Waive seven year limit on transfer
CREDIT LEVELS
Change from PINP to letter grade
retroactively

o

o
2

2

o

4%

100%

.

D

DISQUALIFICATION

D2
D3

Ex.tend probation'

4

4

o

Readmission after one year
disqualification
TRANSFER CREDITS

2

1

i

7%
4%

100%
50%

12

12

o

21%

100%

F
FI

Accept non.graded transfer or

reserve credit
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Unusual transfer case

K

UNIVERSITY LIMITS ON COURSE
TYPES

KI

Waive University limit on 501 or 505
courses
Waive university limits on omnibus
courses
Total

K2

Table 2.
grattied.

200 I -02

2000-01
1999-2000
1998-99
1997-98
1996-97
1995-96
1994-95
1993-94
1992-93
1991-92
1990-91
1989-90
1988-89
1987-88

I

II

,~

Policy changes

,

5%

67%

0

2%

100%

0

2%

100%

56

petitions, approval rale and graduale degrees

Historic sumar ofnurber of

Academic
Year
2002-03

2

3

Total Petitions

Percent approved

56
78
79

IÓ2
84
70
75
61

66
65
90
70
71

94
108
146

93%
81%
78%
92%
77%
80%
91%
87%
87%
82%
83%
89%
89%
83%
83%
83%

Grad Degree

Awards
(not available)
1219
1237
1119
1088
998
1019
936
884
839
838
879
672
681
702
687

,

The Graduate Council dealt with onel'olicy issue ihis year, the re-definiiion of lransfer
crediis, the definition ofpre-adrission ~redits and iheir appli.caiion toward a student's

graduate program. The Senale approved ihe change in policy as slaled below along wiih
delails for the applicaiion of the new policy:

A /imitation of one-third of the required credits for the master's degree (J 5 credits
maximum in a 45-credit program) wil be setfor all Preadmission credits, which are

defined as credits taken at any institution, including PSU, before the term offormal
admission to the graduate degree program at Portland State (including Reserved
Credits).

Some policy and procedural issues and future discussion items
In ihe course of discussion, paricularly regarding new programs, bul also new courses,
ihere were two questions thaI consisiently arose. These questions were mosl often related
resources and quality. We had no time
to ihe two common and closely relaled issues of
these relaled issues bttt would like 10 keep them "on the table" for
10 take up either of
continued consideration, discussion and pOleniial action in ihe future.

c.
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Faculiv resources reauired to teach new c0l,ires and slaff graduale programs. Over
the past year we have been asked 10 approve new courses and a few programs ihat are
supported 10 some degree by adjunci faculty. Several graduale courses have been
proposed and approved in which there are no lenure-track or tenured faculty. For a
few programs, fixed term faculty support ranges from a portion of the program's
course requirernenls to the majority. We are uncomfortble with ihis siluaiion for a
number of

reasons bui, lacking gu\dce to ihe conlrar, wil continue 10 deal with

ihis by deferrng to the judgrenl dfihe proposing deparent and school/college.
The aualitv of

the graduale studenl experience. Relaled to ihe issue ofbudgelary and

faculty resources is the issue of

the quality ofihe graduale studenl experience. Again

in evaluating varous graduate program course proposal ii is clear that many graduale
studettts at Portland Stale do not have access to courses restrcted only to graduate
studenls. It is not clear to the Graduale Council whether this is an intention of ihe

faculty or an inadvertenl consequence of changing 10 the 4001500 designation some
time ago. Prior to thai'time, ihere was a limilaiion on ihe number of crediis thaI a
graduale studenl could iake in courses ihal were equivalent 10 our curren1400/500

designation.
In the absence of guidace from the Senale, ihe Graduale Council will coniinue wiih

iis present practices for approval of programs by bringing ihese issues 10 the Senale as
they arse.
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TO:

Faculty Senate

FROM:

Daniel O. Bernstine, President

RE:

Progress of Presidential

DATE:

October 6, 2003

,
,
Initiatives

I would like you to know how pleased I am with the overall progress and
Initiatives: Diversity, Student Advising,
Internationalization and Assessment. Below are listed some of the campus wide
accomplishments related to each initiative and a summary of each of the
initiatives' goals.

achievements of the four Presidential

.

Maintaining energy and activity in these four initiatives will continue to shape an
inclusive, welcoming and supportive campus climate for all. During times of fiscal
constraints, we often forget that we can stay aligned with our mission without
incurring additional expenses. In my opinion, we must continue to support a
campus climate that is welcoming and supportive for all faculty, staff and
students. Thank you for assisting us in making Portland State University such an

environment.
c

Spotlighting Some Accomplishments of the Initiatives
,
i

The Diversitv InitiatMte: When the Diversilv Action Council mAC) was created in 1999 one of

their responsibilities was to design a Diversilv Action Plan with four goals. The DAC has across
campus collaboration and collaborates with units to offer support and/or to engage them in the
goals and activities articulated in the Div¡lrsity Action Plan. During these last three years, the DAC
has continued to solicit and receive feedback on the goals from faculty, students, staff and the
Portland community. Listed below are a few of PSUs accomplishments in this area during the last
four years:
. Increased the percentage of diverse faculty from 6% to 13%;

o Increased growth of undergraduate students from underrepresented groups by 45.1 % .
(3.7% greater than overall UG growth);
. Increased growth of graduate student from underrepresented groups by 46.1% (31.9%

greater than overall graduate enrollment growth;

. Implemented a successful Focus on Diversitv series:
. Created a successful Diversilv Hirina Resource Team;

. Created a Facullv-in-Residence for Diversitv position;
. Created a Diversity Liaison Network, with representatives from nearly every unit across

campus;
. Created Connections: A monthly gathering for faculty and staff of color;
o Created and disseminated a quarterly Diversitv Initiative Newsletter
Student Advisiniiinitiative: The Student Advisina ImDlementation Team, an outgrowth of the

President's Student Advisina Action Council, was formed in 2001 at the recommendation of the

)

,
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.. Increased student and faculty participation in ttudent orientation;
. Assisted departments in developing undergraduate advising plans;

o Posted deparmental student advising plans to the Institutional Portfolio;
. Designed and disseminated an Undergraduale Advising Handbook:

o Integrated information on the new advising model into all student orientations;
. Created an advising website using the materials in the Advising Handbook and additional

advising appropriate information, inclu9in9 links to departmental advising plans;
. Created an on-going series of workshops for undergraduate advisers;
,

. Began assessment of undergraduate advising initiative.

i'

i
,

Assessment Initiative: The Assessment Ifiitiative, created in 1999, is focused on Student
Learning Assessment in the long term and Accreditation in the short term. The following
Assessment accomplishments bode well for continued institutionalization of the Student Learning
Assessment activities:
. Created a Facullv in Residence for Assessment position;
. Created a araduate student assessment course;

o Designed a model for supportina departmental assessment activities;
. Created a consistent assessment model that guides departmental assessment activities;

. Delivered annual assessment svmoosia;

. Connected Student Learning Assessment activities with Program Review;
. Disseminated PSU's assessment activities nationally
Internationalization Initiative: The Internationalization Initiative, created in 2001, focuses on

internationalizing the curriculum of the campus and enhancing international opportunities
available to faculty, staff and students. In efforts to achieve these outcomes, the following

activities highlight some of the Internationalization accomplishments:
0

Created ,an Internationalization Action Council, as an outgrowth of the Internationalization
Task Folce;

.

Increa~d international undergraduate student growth by 39.3% (9.6% higher
than overall UG growth);

0

Connected past Portland.Peace Corps volunteers with the Internationalization Initiative;

0

Completed the Internationalization Blue Print; .

.
.
.

Funded multiple faculty and student internationaÎization mini-arants;
Connected PSU with the AASCU's Globalization Action Plan (GAP);
Collaborated with ACE on the 'Global Learnina for All' activities.

~
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President's Initiatives' Goals
'c

Initiative.
Explanation of the actions and rationale associated with each located on the

The following is an overview of each of the goals for each Presidential

initiative websites. '
I

Diversity Goals

,

Goal #1: Create an institutional environment, curricula and scholarship that enhance learning
about diversity and respect for diversity and equaiity.
r
,t

,
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Goal #2: Increase the number of students from undertepresented groups who apply, are
accepted, enroll and graduate such that, at a minimum, they are represented proportionally to
regional (for in-state students) and national (for out-of-state students) populations.

i'j'
'i
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Goal #3: Inctease the numbet of persons from underrepresented groups in the faculty, staff, and
administration so that they are represented in proportion to their current availability in relevant job
pools and/or their representation in the region.
Goal #4: Increase the number of sustained and mutually beneficiai connections with diverse

communities.

I:t

Internationalization Goals
Goal #1: Increase oppQrtunities for every PSU student to have meaningful contact with other

cultures, environments and ecologies through: (a) our academic currculum, (b) study abroad
opportunities, (c) dista'nce learning through the use of technology, (d) international students, (e)
faculty visiting our campus, (I) all other aspects of the campus environment, and (g) communitybased learning opportunities.
~

Goal #2: Develop university policies and procedures that encourage leadership and innovation in
the creation and delivery of a world class international education.

Goal #3: Increase opportunities for PSU faculty, academic professionals and staff to incorporate
international dimensions into their teaching, scholarship, and professional deveiopment
Goal #4: Build on Oregon and the Northwest's emerging sense of themselves as places with an
links with the rest of the world.
international character and critical

Assessment Goals

.
All academic departments should strive to achieve the following outcomes for
PSU students and their programs:
. clear, intentional, and measurable student learning outcomes;

. a student learning assessment plan that regularly assesses achievement of learning

outcomes that ate important to student success in the program;

J ~

.

o a process for using the results of the student ièarning assessments in program planning

and management; and ,
o a process for communicating the results of student learning assessment to the PSU

administration through Program Review. '

'"

Each academic unit is expected to create a sustainable process that achieves the outcomes for
student learning assessment stated above. In drder to provide systematic support for this effort,
departments and programs are asked to participate in the following activities:
. Create a School/College Assessmenllmplementation Team composed of the Associate

Dean, an appointed School/College Lead Faculty member, faculty team leaders, and an
Assessment Graduate Assistant;
. Create a departmental-wide deliberative process that generates a student learning

assessment plan to engage faculty in regular reviews that link student work to
achievement of learning outcomes: and
. Carry out student learning assessment activities in a manner that generates data useful

for program management, Program Review, and accreditation.

Student Advisini: Goals
:1
:,1

\1

o Assist departments in the development of holistic undergraduate advising plans.
o Communicate departmental holistic undergraduate advising plans in appropriate venues.
. Identify and address central advising needs.
. Facilitate interaction between departments and central advising.

. Assess the effeCtiveness of the holistic undergraduate advising model and modify as

1~,

needed.
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August 28, 2003
,

TO:

Sarah Andrews-Collier, Secretar to the Faculty

FROM:

Robert Mercer, Chair, Academic Requirements Committee

SUBJ:

Amendment to the new honors policy
i

The Academic Requirements Committee recommends the amendment of par one of the
the
proposal, the Senate directed the ARC to bring forward an amendment to the GP A
honors. Par I, passed by the Senate at the June meeting
categories for the awarding of

new honors proposal passed in the Senate in the Spring 2003. After passage of

reads as follows:

Initiate the use oflatin terminology for graduation with honors.
Suma cum laude ---3.85 - 4.00

Magna cum laude ---3.70 - 3.84

Cum laude --3.50 - 3.69

.

Our amendment:

Initiate the use oflatin terminology for graduation with honors.
Suma cum laude ---3.90 or above
Magna cum laude -- 3.80 -- 3.89

.1 C

Cilm laude -- 3.67 -- 3.79
,
I'll be happy to provide additional information as needed for the October meeting. I've
been assigned to jury duty on the day of the October Senate meeting. If it tus out that I
can't be there, I'll make certain to have another member of
of

. ~

the out-going Committee) available to answer questions.

the Committee (or a member

,
,~
~;

2001-2002 Bachelor's Degrees Granti!d by GPA by Institutional Hours
Portland State University \.
INSTITUTIONAL HRS

GPA

72 OR ABOVE PSU HRS
#
%

45-71 PSU HRS
#

%

95

4.5

17

11.3

3.80-3.89

126

6.0

14

9.3

3.67-3.79

221

10.5

20

13.2

il

21.1

3.66 or below

1,655

78.9

100

66.2

Total

2.097

100.0

il

100.0

3.90 or above

Total of 3.67 +

~

33.8
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FR: Facuty sete Steein Caittee
RE: CUicuum caittee Propsas~ Forw Jun 2, 2003
Mior in Native Arica Stues'
Mior in Film stues
Ne Couse - Ill 314

Mior in Nat ive Arica stues (attach)
Mior in Film Stues (attach)
Ph 314

Crnter Etcs (4)
Exes th irra principles ar jud;ts relevt for awraising
key t=ls of crnter ethcs. Tcics include: ethca asts of r'

inorntion tecologies; ar teclogies vaue-lad; potential

ales ar thir social coneqences; freean, privacy, ar cotrl;
secity, reliability, ar professiona resibilities--risk,

.

"

l

control, ar regation; pircy ar owshp; ethcs of hack;
ethcs of virt enrorit, ar intertion asts of itecologies. r (N
I

~
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PROPOSAL FOR THE INTIATION OF A NEW INSTRUClIONAL PROGRA LEADING TO THE
MINOR IN NATIVE AlERICAN STUDIES

l

"

Native American Studies (NAS ') is tinterdisciplin progrm with courework (presently) drawn from

Anthopology, English, HislOry, Public Admtrtion, and Social Work (we anticipaie the eventul inclusion of

ths curculum is the
hislories and cultues of Amrica Indian, Alaska Natives, and, eventully, Native Hawaiian. The centrl
new courses from other diciplin departnts and schools). The substantive focus of

scholarly method shaed amng the constituent dis,iplines ofNAS is the comparative study of indigenous peoples in
the United Stales using simultaeously the method$ of the Social Sciences, Humiies, and relevanl bodies of

scholarship from the professions. The mior is met to serve thee pri student. constituencies: I) students who
have a serious academic interest in Native Americans, who wish to combine study of

Native American with their

major; 2) students who plan careers in Indian or native affairs; and 3) students who have a nacenl interest in Native
American and wih to fu1fill their general education requirements with courses in th area.
The proposed progr is tiely in two ways. Firt, trbal governents in Oregon and the grealer Nortwesl are

increasingly becomig active governnce eniiiies, acling in concert with muncipa~ stale, and federal agencies and

governents. Ths progr will prepare students 10 work for trbal governents and naiive-orienled agencies and
organitions as professionals, or with tiibal governents as inormed professionals in agencies nol specifically
dedicated 10 native issues, but which musl inleract with trbal governents on a governenl-lo-governent basis.

Second, the proposed program wil serve as a centrl aciivity in PSU's new Naiive American Siudenl and
Communty Ceoler to open in the Fall of2003.

REQUIMENTS FOR MINOR

Credits

NAS 201' Inlroduction to Native American Studies
~J!per-division credits (6 coures) in NAS or approved coures

NÁS 404 Cooperative Educationlnternship

Total Credits

4
24

~
32

.D NAB COURES:
iA 313 Indian-While Relations

ANr 314 Native American
ANr 364 Pacific Nortwest Prehislory
AN 365 NortAmerican Prehislory
ANTH 417 Advançed Topics in Native American Sludies (course proposal
subnútted with Anthropology Department course proposals!
AN 422 Conlemporary American Indian Policy

AN 464 Topics in Nortwesl Prehislory
ENG 309 American Indian Literatue
HS'r 330 -H Native Americans or

IlS-r gg i -l Native Americans of

Eastern North America (course proposal
subnútted with History Departmeut course proposals!
Western North America (course proposal
subnútted with History Department course proposals)

#sr ;;41 -H United States Indian Policy (course proposal subnútted with

History Department course proposals)
NAS" 201 Introduction to Native American Studies
NAS" 404 Cooperative Educationlnternship

NON BEDICA 1' COURES APPROPRJ TE FOR NATIVE AMRICAN STIIES CRDIT ON
APPROVAL BY ADVISOR:
ANTH 456 Issues in Cultual Resource Managemenl
ENG 308 Cultural Studies in Literature
lii.ir: 108(Nalive American Women Wrilers )

ENG 447 Major Forces in Lileratue
ENG 448 Major Figures in Literatue

ENG 449 Advanced Topics in Cultual Studies
Co'IfS. in TOPIC: Modem Federal Indian Law (Departental designation pending)
Cuw.. in TOPIC. Introduciion to Indian Chld Welfare and the Indian Chld
Welfare Act (Departental designtion pending)

Ii
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PROPOSAL FOR TH INIATION OF ANIW INSTRUCTIONAL PROGR
LEADING TO TI INISCIPLINARY FIM STUIE MIOR
\.

Deparents of

Portland State University
English, Communications, and Theatre Ars
!

DESCRTION OF INTERDISCJ;LINARY FIM STUIES MIOR
Program Overvew:
This is a proposa by the Deparments of

English, Communications, and Theae Ars for

an interdisciplinar undergraduate minor in Film Studies. Student credit hours for ths
degree option would include a broad based mix of coursework in the history of cinema,
film criticism and theory, film journalism, screenwrting, and fim/video production. The
three parcipating deparents have been building a currculum in Film Studies steaily

over the las five yeas, parly in response to nationwide developments across the
disciplines, but also because of a growing interes among the students that we teach.

.

The three sponsring deparents, along with a number of other cross-listing deparents
T
L

across the unversity, now have a broad enough cuculum to make viable a minor in
film stdies - indeed, we have suffcient offerings to support a major in the area. The

English deparmept alone has hied severl new faculty members with a specializtion in
Film Studies during the pas three yeas, and the deparment currently offers an average
of

twelve courses per yea in the field. These offerings can now be combined with those

of other deparments at Portland State University-including Black Studies, Foreign
Languages and Literature, Communication, and Theater Ars. These offerings are all
. higWy complementa to the textual and cultual approach of

English deparment faculty,

and provide a broad range of scholarly and practcal possibilities for PSU stdents. The
paricipating deparments have already developed a list of courses that could count

regularly toward the minor. -

This minor will be a joint program developed and taught in parnership by the t!iee

primar deparmentS: English, Communications, and Theatre Ars. Administative duties
will be shared by the three primary deparents. Any necessar program changes or

currcular modifications shall take place after joint discussion by these deparments.
Graduation checks wil be reserved for individual deparments. Students not pursuing a
B.A in Theatre Ars, English, or Communications will have their graduation checks and
general advising performed by the Department of
English.

.

(,

I.

This program would be operational immediately upon approvaL

r

-.
,

i

Course of Study
\

To ea the Minor in Film Studies, students will bè required to complete 28 advisorapproved Film Studies courses. Tranfer credits would be accepted upon advisor review.

l

Credits will be applicable to the stdent's major as welL. Please note that all courses listed
below are upper-division coures. To recive the Minor, stdents must tae at lea 16

thee credits or møre, at either PSU or the NWC. All courses

credits, or four coures of

for the Minor must recive a letter grade. In other words, PassIo Pass credit will not
count toward the Minor.

&"

i

Pleae Note: The Minor is available to all unrgraduates enrolled at PSu. Students in
the Depatments of Theate Arts, Communication, or English should conslt their

I

depaent adis()rfo! Q_cgmplete list of course requirements. Studentsin other_. __

i;
,

programs should conslt with the program coordinator for futher informaton. The

~':

current program coordinator is Dr. Michael Clark, Deparment of English, 503-7254956.

,

r

~;
,
,
i

Below is a list of existing courses that would apply to the Minor from offerings in
English, Writing, Communication., Theatre Ars, and the Northwest Film Center:

I

· English 305: Literate an Film (Recnt coures organied under

ths course

number include the following. All courses are 4 credit hours):
o America Film
o Classical Hollywood Cinema
o History of

Cinema I

o History of

Cinema IT

o Film Noir
:1

o Films of

ì,t

Hitchcock

o Films ofElia Kaza.n

jt.~;

i,'

o 'Hollywooding' Asian Amerca Literatre

i

o Celluloid Shakespeae
o Film: Utopialystopia
o Film and Social Justice
o The Films of

Sundance

o Film and the Novel

o Genre: The Road Movie
o Genre: Sixies Spy Films

ENG 305-001
ENG 305-002
ENG 305-003
ENG 305-004
ENG 305-005
ENG 305-006
ENG 305-007
ENG 305-008
ENG 305-009
ENG 305-010
ENG 305-011
ENG 305-012
ENG 305-013
ENG 305-014
ENG 305-015

I

! I

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.

English 300
Writing 410
Writing 416
English 304
English 305
English 305
English 305
English 305
English 491

'i

Critica Approaches to Literae

4 credits

Writing About Film: Race and Gender
Screenwrting
Critical Theory of Cinema

4 Credits
4 Credits
4 Credits

The Ar of

Filmmakng (NC)

d
,î

1

3 Credits

Digital Video Editing (NC)

Film Editing (NC)
Grand llusion¡ (NC)
Advanced topics in Critical Theory of

1

Film

3 Credits
3 Credts
3 Credits
4 Credits

i:
~.

f) I

1

.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Theatre Ars 370U Shakespeae and Film

Theatre Ars 370 U Film Genres

Theatre Ars 370U Stadom
Theatre Ar 370U Sex, Violence, and Popcorn
Theatre Ars 370U Vietnam on the Screen

.

.
.

.

4 Credits
4 Credits

4 Credits
4 Credits
4 Credits

Theatre Ars 399 Classic Movies

4 Credits

Theatre Ars399 _ _. Understanding Mqvies

_4 Credits

Theatre Ar-.~ø Acting for the Camera

4 Credits

Theatre Ars 370U 1950's Media and Culture

4 Credits

l/wl.lr A..-h 311Á lítE 't IS R i. i, jE i- KE¡.A- 5.~f

.
.
.

L

1,

CrTheatre Ars 3 70U American Cinema! Amerièan Culture:r ir 44 Credits

.

r

"Ttiifw Ms ~7DIA "¡ITdCoCK

Communications 399 Film Studies I!

Communications 399 Media Law and Politics
Communications 452 Gender and Race in the Media

'f (r
4 Credits
4 Credits
4 Credits

Film Studies courses taught though Black Studies, Foreign Languages and Literature,
Ar, History, Sociology, and other academic secors at PSU would also be counted toward
the degree, upon approval ofa student's advisor and the sponsoring deparment. We have
a parial list of such courses below:

.

Foreign Langlages 399U: Interntional Cinema
o Italian Cinema

.

FL 399U
FL 399U
FL 399U
. FL 399U
FL 399U
FL 399U

o French Cinema

o Dansh Cinema
o German Cinema
o Russian Cinema

o Spansh Cinema

Students who complete the minor will have gained a rich understanding of
fim. They will have acquired a basic understding of

4 credit

the technology of

the medium of
the medium, be

familiarzed with its history, lea how to wrte acdemically and journalistically about
fim, and gain a theoretica grasp of

iJ

the power of

visual culture in contemporar life.

&-1
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To:

Faculty Senate

From: Advisory Commttee on Academic Information Technology
Re: Committee Report on A Y 2002-2003
Date: September 15,2003

The Advisory Committee on Academic Information Technology (ACAlT) has
worked on a varety of topics and issues during the 2002-03 academic year. Attached is a
report of the major project underten by the Committee entitled, Guidelines for Further
Development of Distributed Learning at Portland State University. The report reflects

the work of an ACAIT subcommittee and review by the full commttee over the past two
academic years in response to its charge. An Executive Summary provides an overview
of primary topics and recommendations.
There were tliee additional specific areas in which the committee was asked to
collaborate with others on campus. Below is a brief indication of progress on those
ear ier requests.

I. i

· That the Offce ofInfoimtion Technology's Academic Policy Committee, or

similar body that has faculty representation, develop a clear policy statement
on centralized and de-centralized infastructue systems. The campus needs to
resolve what should be provided from the center and what should be more
localized. Resources do not allow us to be unclear about who provides what
services, acquisitions, etc. - a collaborative approach is needed.
best use of centralized and
decentralized services was referred to the Administrative Systems Priority
Committee (APe), chaired by Dan Fortiler. The majority of
the members
of
the committee are focused on planng administrative systems and related

Action: During 2002-2003 the question of

infrastrctue. Withi the scope of these systems, the centralization of

services is almost always the preferred approach. After brief discussion of
the matter it was clear that the APC committee had too narow a perspective

to fully consider the question for the entire campus. The issue will be
underten during the 2003-04 A Y by ACAIT.

1\
\.~

· The Research Advisory Council, or similar body, in the Offce of Research
and Sponsored Programs needs to be established and charged to develop an

1

,

overall strategy for moving research còmputing forward. Without a well-

l,

ariculated infastrcture and policies, bur research progress will stalL.

,

the Research Advisory Council and the Vice Provost
for Research and Graduate Studies was that the business infrastructue issues project management, accounting; processing transactions and HR issues Action: The sense of

were substatially more importt than the need for advanced computing on

campus. They therefore deferred that discussion to a later time. If research
computing required any signifibant resource increase, they would advise
against that until more general issues of research support and infrastrctue
were addressed. An ad hoc group from OlT and several academic
deparments was assembled and considered some of the available hardware

solutions related to possible development of parallel computing clusters. The
group agreed to try to collect information from likely users and identify some
resources (space, dollars, personnel in OlT) to develop a beginning cluster
pilot option for higher powered computing capability.
. Technology is one tool related to student learing. The Teaching and
Learning with Technology Roundtable, or a similar body, needs to articulate
what PSU's expectations are for student learnng with technology, and the
needs of faculty who wish to use technology in their teaching.

acuity was conducted. Primar rinding is that faculty
support the need for all PSU students to be technology literate and that it

Action: A surey off

should
be par of general education for all students. Basic computer
,
tecluology use is a par of

the first two years of

l

Ii

University Studies. The

Faci1ity Senate's Educational Policy Committee is developing markers of

the

~,
£!

Baccalaureate Graduate that may include technology literacy - thee proposed
markers are being examined durng A Y 2003-04.

~i
,,~

. Teaching distance or distributed courses is expensive and time consuming to

develop (and sometimes to deliver). The ACAIT needs to recommend
guidelines that guide the investment of institutional resources to support and
encourage faculty to develop distace and distributed courses and programs to
more effectively meet high or low student demand, access for under or unserved students, and to meet faculty and student expectations for technologymediated teaching and learng.

Action: see attached report.
I

Recommendations:

0,

'I

'"...' .1

'i,

ri

...'1'.
Ii
"

. The 2003-2004 ACAIT should bring together a broad cross section of campus
members in a subcommittee to examine the major technology services and
consider the centralization decentralization question. The group should focus on

models that wil improve specific service delivery for the university.

'I

1

,

Considerable thought should be given to models that meet PSU's goals and align
with its values as identified in the University's technology plan, Establishing a
Strategic Directionfor Information Technologyat Portland State University.
Proposed models also need to respect resource constraints and smooth transitions

a

.

.

from curent practices. Because this group's work will affect all other technology
planing efforts the paricipants should bé appointed from the many existing

committees that aid in planing technology for the campus. A possible group
should minimally include at least:
o
o
o
o
o

1 faculty person who represents research support needs (ACAIT)
I faculty person who represents instrctional design support needs (ACAIT)
person who represents user support needs (NAGS)
1 faculty/staff
person who represents admin systems support needs (APC)
I faculty/staff
person who represents technical systems support needs (NAGS)
I faculty/staff
This group could be charged with delivering an analysis of

major technology

services and the recommended model for support that would best serve PSU. The
results would be useful to all futue technology planng and service delivery
efforts and if approved could be appended to the current technology plan.
. The document, Guidelines for Further Development of Distributed Learning at

Portland State University, be considered for adoption by the Council of Academic

Deans to provide a framework for advancing distributed education at PSU.
. The Task Force on Distance Learing, appointed by the Provost and the Vice

i

President for Finance and Administration, continue to pursue its proposal for a
virtual "PSU On-line" that utilizes the existing resources of PSU effectively and
effciently in. the development and delivery of distributed, on-line educational
opportities, following the Guidelines, and report on a regular basis to ACAIT
on progress toward meeting institutional priorities.

L

. The Vice Provost for Reseatch and Graduate Studies and the Director of
Information Technology convene an appropriate

'group to develop a strategy for

advancing research technology in support ofthe report, A Proposal for Investing
in Sponsored Research, and share their report with ACAIT and the Graduate
Council by spring 2004.

The committee would be more than pleased to discuss its report and
recommendations with you,

Sincerely,

Terrel L. Rhodes (OAA), chair
"

\,/
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2002-2003. ACAIT Members

\

Judy Anderson, LIBW
David Bullock, GSE
Michael Emch, GEOG

Gerard.o Lafferriere, MTH
Robert Sanders, FLL
Randy Zelick, BIO
Consultants:

Bil Feyerherm, Grad School

Thomas Luba, SES
Daniel Pirofsky, ART

.

John Rueter, Faculty in Residence, TL TR
i

Kathi Ketcheson, OIRP

~Mark Gregory, OIT
Mark Kramer, OIT

Baron Massey, CS

Janet Hamilton, SBA
Nancy Koroloff, GSSW

Nate Angell, OMC
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July 9, 2003 - DRAFT
t

Distributed and Distance Education at Portland State University
PSU On-Line

The Provost appointed a tak force in 2a02 to coordinate information technology

the academic mission Øfthe University and to advise her on
on campus in support of
policies and actions to enhance IT across the campus. Appointed to the task force was the
Extended Studies
Vice Provost for Curculum and Undergraduate Studies, the Dean of
the Offce ofInformation Technology.
and the Executive Director of
In addition, the Provost and the Vice President for Finance and Administration
the Advisory Committee on Academic Information Technology
appoint the members of
(ACAIT) that advises on the academic use ofIT. A specific charge to the ACAIT for the
academic year 2002-03 was to develop recommended guidelines to shape the investment
of institutional resources to support and encourage faculty to develop distace and

distributed courses and programs. A subcommittee of ACAIT, including ACAIT
members and many other relevant individuals, developed a comprehensive set of
recommended guidelines for Distributed Learnng at Portland State University. The Task
Force has reviewed the Guidelines and the recommendations and proposes the following
as an initial step in order to advance distributed learing at PSU beginnng in the 2003-04

l

academic year.

Setting Institutional lriorities for Distributed Learning
The Provost and the Vice President for Finance and Administration will approve a list of
distribute learing priorities for the University in consultation with the Council of Deans.
The distributed learning task force will develop a list of courses and programs, reviewed
by ACAIT, within the priorities for recommendation to the Provost and the Vice
President to establish a three year plan for the allocation of central, institutional resources
for the support of distributed learing: The priorities will be periodically reviewed and
updated as projects are completed. Some institutional level resources wil continue to be
available to support individual faculty development projects; however, the primar
allocation of resources wil be focused on courses and programs identified as priorities
for the University under the attched criteria.

Support for Distributed Learing Institutional Resources
Virtually all of

the resources for the support of distributed learing are located in the

Offce of Information Technology - Instructional Resources Services Deparment (OlTIRS), and Extended Studies with paricipation in advertising, scheduling, training and
these
development by the Center for Academic Excellence. It is recommended that all of
resources be considered to be par ofapan-University, virtual "PSU On-line." There will
be no change in reporting or resources. PSU On-line wil initially include thee positions
I .\"

.

in Extènded Studies and four positions in the OIT-'RS. The individuals in these areas are
already working very well together and collaborating on many projects and activities.
PSU On-line wil be a unified structue that wil e~compass a specified portion of the
time of a specified set of people in these units that wil be coordinated for the
development of distributed courses/programs through the established priorities. The
Information Technology Task Force wil negotiate with the appropriate managers and
individuals who and how much wil be devoted to PSU On-line. This action formalizes
what is curently occurng in a less coordinated and focused maner.

.

.
¡

Other institutional programs related to distributed learing, e.g. PSU grant programs to
support course redesign, CAE training, etc. will give preference to supporting faculty and
staff proposals that focus on institutional priority courses and programs.
Benefits

. Enhanced ability to leverage pooled resources - people, softare, expertise and
training
. More effective use of resources though focusing on University-wide priority
courses and programs
. An integrated techncal, design and training work team that amplifies individual

strengths and abilities
. Higher quality educational experiences for students and faculty

. Potentially increase total number of course and programs that take advantage of

distributed learng technology

-I
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Guidelines for Further Development of Distributed
Learning at Portland State University
Submitted to ACAIT April 2003
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SUMMARY RECOl\MENDA nONS
PSU has a reputation for serving the diverse n¿eds of students and the community. PSU
has already invested in improving the technical and computer infastructue of the
university to support a varety of online ¡id distributed learng needs. This
infrastrctue includes a computer for eÝery faculty and staff member, a robust network

and systems for high speed internet access, and multiple computing labs for student use.
i
I

Over the past five years, PSU has slo~ly built distributed learng options for students
through individual courses, certificate programs, and graduate degree programs. As the
need for life-long learing increases in our population, an entire market of
potential
students is looking for alternatives to attending traditional classroom-based courses.
They are looking for opportunities to continue their education while working full time
and maintaining family and communty commitments. Distributed learing offers some
of
those opportnities. PSU, is poised to further capitalize on that need and to enhance its
reputation as a leader in technology-based learng and teaching.

PSU has already made inroads to the international student market both by bringing
students to PSU and by reaching out to other countries. The outreach portion can be
significantly increased through the use of online technology. PSU has the personnel
expertise and the technological sophistication to take the next step and to become a
globally recognized institution in the delivery of

technology-based learning.

VISION: PSU wil lead the state in becoming a model for using technology to cultivate
student-centllred learing in ways that enhance instructional quality, maximize curent
resources, biiild on the PSU community-service model, enhance innovative
faculty/student interactions, and invite fuer diversity into the learg community.
~

INSTITUTIONAL GOALS: Specific goals for,the development and delivery of
technology-based learnng in teaching are:
. Capitalize on the expertise of our faculty, by providing increased support in the

creation and developrpent of alternative program delivered to a wider and more
diverse student population.

. Provide a coordinated effort of collaboration among deparents and support
personnel, such as librarans, instrctional designers, multimedia technologists,

mentors, and advisors in the development, marketing, and delivery of distributed
learning options.

. Save money and time by combining personnel resources, reusing learning
materials, and merging marketing efforts that highlight alternative delivery

options. '

. Maximize the use of classroom and offce space and increase profitability by
creating significantly reduced seat time (or no seat time) course options and
encouraging telecommuting for teaching those courses.

1

,

.

,
. Attract new faculty and students because of ~ commitment to educational excellence

and innovation.

· Furher develop undergraduate alternatives.Jor degree completion, increasing
retention and graduation rates.
· Develop a learer-centered teachig and student services environment accessible

to students 7 days a week and 24 hours a day.
· Align classroom scheduling with distributed cotnsework to encourage savings in
campus facility expenditues
.
· Establish additional elite professional and graduate programs that meet the needs
for continuing education, lifelong leaming, and workforce development.
. Support the President's internationalization initiative by providing international

distance learng opportities, using technology to engage with others

throughout the region, state, nation and around the world.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR DISTRIBUTED LEARNING AT PSU:
i . Distributed course components and interactions will meet the same high standards

of academic rigor as face-to-face courses and wil be designed in accordance with
sound principles of pedagogy, instructional design and presentation.
2. Distributed course components and interactions wil foster high student
involvement in learg.

.

3. Distributed course components and interactions will be designed to maximize the
faculty expertise in their disciplinar area while minimizing the administrative
and technical duties associated with methods of distrbuted delivery of content. In
other words, courses should be designed to emphasize the quality offacultystudent i¡teraction, not the quantity of those interactions.
4. Distributed course development and implementation wil support the principle of

academic freedom, allowing instructors 'freedom in the classroom in discussing
their subject" (1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure).
Technology wil not be used to undermine the "usual norms and responsibilities
of supervision and oversight associated with the functions of the department. "

the
faculty member to the extent consistent with academic freedom and the
institution's stated coure quality standards. PSU reserves the right to maintain
and manage course materials for the purose of supporting future course
development.

5. Content and presentation of course materials will be under the control of

6. Support for students distrbuted geographically wil meet the same high standards

of quality applied to campus-based student support. All reasonable technological
and organizational methods wil be applied to ensure that distributed students
have unfettered access to the resources of
the unversity and can paricipate in the
wider campus community without having to be physically present in Portland.

.)
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7. . Distributed course development wil be undertaken to benefit the entire PSU
community and not simply one deparmentor entity. To the extent possible,
academic and organizational unts wil not\be put in competition for basic budget

,

expenditures that are incured as a normal par of their duties. This is not meant to

discourage "healthy" competition that serves to demonstrate and distribute
innovative ideas.
8. Distributed course deployment wil be consistent with stadards of security for

students and staff. .
9. Distributed course development ani! deployment will be consistent with
applicable copyright laws.
i O. Librarians will collaborate with course instructors to create librar instrctional

materials to fuer the inormation literacy standards established by the
Association College & Research Librares.
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